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When dealing with software development, every company 
must organize and display their software development 
progress in order ta get the project on time. The 
Recursively Estimating Multi-Threaded Observation 
Technology Enterprise (ReMoTe) is a tool that addresses 
this issue and helps companies sort their artifacts in any 
field (hardware or software) in a manner that is 
structured and will give a progress report of the 
development of the project over the Web. 
Originally an object oriented life-cycle philosophy, 
the Recursive Multi-Thread (RMT) was developed by Scott 
Simon and Sunny Lin. It also included multiple database 
support by Yi-Chen Kuo and later in the ReMoTe by Summer 
Xia. ReMoTe is an advanced tool of RMT that allows 
managers at every level of the project organization to 
effectively manage the productivity of their teams. It 
allows people to manage software artifacts on the ReMoTe 
using database systems: mySQL, Microsoft Access, or 
Oracle. The ReMoTe can also support the following 
functionalities: 
1. Tracking the progress of software development 
based on any software life-cycle model. 
iii 
2. Storage and retrieval of all software artifacts 
from software requirements specification to source 
codes. 
3. Assignment and management of tasks of all 
personnel involved in the software project. 
4. Traceability of software requirements specs from 
design to coding. 
5. Link to common tools that the company uses, such 
as debugging, messaging, and chat rooms. 
6. Support of multiple component software projects 
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-1 .. 1 History 
The origin of the Recursively Estimating Multi­
threaded Observation Technology Enterprise (ReMoTe) is the 
Recursive Multi-Threaded (RMT) software life-cycle model 
and process by Scott Simon [7], which was created as a 
thesis. The RMT eventually evolved into a working 
prototype by Sunny Lin [6]. The RMT supported software 
process that is based on object-oriented approach. It is a 
software process management tool designed to address 
common problems in software companies such as: project 
planning, team hierarchy, software artifact organization, 
and repeatability. The RMT originally supported the 
following: 
1. Team Organization 
2. Progress Percentage 
3. Software Artifact Organization 
4. Web-based output (in Java Server Pages) 
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With this philosophy, it leads to the development of 
the ReMoTe Tool. Using the object-oriented approach of 
creating the current tool, ReMoTe can support any software 
lifecycle model. ReMoTe can help manage and control the 
software process over the Web. With Summer Xia [9] and Yi­
Chen Kuo [4] the ReMoTe.can now also support multiple 
databases. 
1.2 Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of the project is to provide the 
Department of Computer Science at California State 
University, San Bernardino with a software project 
management tool that will help software companies in their 
software development. The ReMoTe will assist software 
engineering teams with defining their scheduled delivery 
dates, life-cycle definitions, team hierarchy, and 
communication. An entire project organization will make 
use of the tool. The organization may consist of: system 
administrator, project manager, team leaders, software 
engineers, QA engineers, and architects. The new functions 
of ReMoTe will iriclude the following: 
1. Tracking the progress of software development based 
on any of the company's software life-cycle models. 
2 
2. Storage and retrieval of all software artifacts from 
software requirements specification to source codes. 
3. Assignment and management of tasks of all personnel 
involved in the software project. 
4. Traceability of software requirements specs from 
design to coding. 
5. Link to common tools that the company uses, such as 
debugging, messaging, and chat rooms. 
6. Support of multiple component software projects being 
developed in geo,graphically different locations. 
1.3 Improvements to Recursive Multi-Thread 
The ReMoTe tool will recursively retrieve and 
calculate information of the ReMoTe structure in real time 
over the Web, unlike the RMT where users supplied 
percentages.- When· one member of the project adds or 
removes an artifact from his or her thread, everyone on 
the project will know who is behind on the project based 
on the progress percentage. 
The effectiveness of ReMoTe comes from its intrinsic 
recursive design, in that all aspects of a project are 
handled in the same way, programmatically, while still 
allowing each team its own autonomy of designing their own 
thread designs. In other words, while ReMoTe is inherently 
3 
recursive, implying that all phases must be very nearly 
identical, this is not the case with ReMoTe. 
ReMoTe will allow each level of development to 
utilize the most effective scheme for their part of the 
project, while remaining consistent with the overall 
software-processing paradigm. 
Another improvement to the ReMoTe is the ability to 
track the timeline of the actual progress of the project. 
Managers will be able to check if the teams will be able 
to complete a phase on time or not with the ReMoTe's Gantt 
chart generator. 
The ReMoTe can also allow teams to use different 
life-cycle models to accommodate tasks that are not 
concerned with software development, such as 
documentation, systems testing, etc. 
Also, other improvements in the current version of 
the ReMoTe will allow team to communicate in various 
formats, such as a message board and chat rooms. The chat 
rooms also allow teammates from different parts of the 
world to share files, such as UML diagrams, video, 
documents, etc. to effectively communicate ideas and 
information successfully over the web. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFCATION 
2.1 Scope 
The ReMoTe user interface will provide an easy-to-use 
interface that will allow team members to define and setup 
their project and will be able to manage it from the Web 
by an online browser, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, 
etc. The ReMoTe will help managers in predicting the 
deadline for a project based on the activity on ReMoTe's 
tracking system. 
2.1.2 Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations 
See Table 1 for list of the Definitions, acronyms, 
and abbreviations mentioned in the Software Requirements 
Specification (SRS). · 
Table 1. Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations 
CSCI Computer Science 
css Short for Cascading Style Sheets, a new 
feature being added to HTML that gives 
both web-site developers and users more 
control over how web-pages are displayed. 
With CSS, designers and users can create 
style sheets that define how different 
elements, such as headers and links, 
appear. These style sheets can then be 
applied to any Web page. 
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.. 
The term cascading derives from the fact 
that multiple style sheets can be applied 
to the same Web page. CSS was developed 
by the w3c· [ 7 l ' 
ER Entity Relationship 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HTML Hyper Text Markup Language 
IE Internet Explorer 
Iteration Iterat:ioh .is the repetition of a process. 
It describes a specific form of 
repetition with a mutable state. It also 
can be considered as a different version 
of a project [6] 
Javascript A scripting language developed by 
Netscape to enable Web authors to design 
interactive sites. JavaScript can 
interact with HTML source code, enabling 
Web authors to spice up their sites with 
dynamic content. JavaScript is endorsed 
by a number of software companies and is 
an open language that anyone can use 
without purchasing a license [7] 
Linux A multi user UNIX operating system 
mySQL My-Structured Query Language 
MS Microsoft 
00 Object Oriented 
OS Operating System 
PHP Hypertext Preprocessor 
RMT Recursive Multi-threaded Tool 
SRS Software Requirements Specification 
SQL Structured Query Language 
TCP/IP Abbreviation of Transmission Control 
Protocol. TCP is one of the main 
protocols in TCP networks. Whereas the IP 
protocol deals only with packets, TCP 
enables two hosts to establish a 
connection and exchange streams of data. 
TCP guarantees delivery of data and also 
guarantees that packets will be delivered 
·in the same order in which they were sent 
[7] 
Thread A Thread contains a person's individual 
artifact(s) for a given iteration for a 
prototype in their project [6] 
UML Unified Modeling Language 
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2.1.3 Overview 
The rest of this document will have two major sections 
and Appendixes and will be ended with an index for the 
Software Requirement Specifications (SRS) documents [3] 
The second section will contain all the product outlines, 
perspective, function, interface, and user 
characteristics. The third section will include the some 
specific requirements (e.g. hardware requirements). 
2.2. Overall Description 
2.2.1 Product Perspective 
The ReMoTe project will provide users a detailed look 
at the progress of a software project by giving team 
members a progress report percentage of: individual 
member, tear(l.(s), and.the·entire_project. The project will 
also supply a Gantt chant, statistical bar chart, and 
provide the artifacts.supplied to the ReMoTe to all users 
in the project. 
2.2.2 System Interfaces 
The interface for this softw~re is a web interface. 
You will be able to use the software via any browser 
(Mozilla, Firefox, Internet Explorer, etc.) The ReMoTe can 
have multiple instances using different databases, which 
also allows managers to view multiple projects at once. 
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Each server can have Oracle, mySQL, or Microsoft Access as 
its database and the client can view all three servers at 












Figure 1. Deployment Diagram. 
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2.2.3 User Interfaces 
Since there are different levels of users, there must 
be a different interface for each of them. Any of the user 
interfaces will include a login interface page, which will 
allow them to input their username and password to login. 
Also all members (except Administrator) can use the 
communication tools: message board, chat room, team 
notes/tasks. The list of users and tasks are the 
following: 
a. System Administrator: 
Approve/Deny users. 
Edits users. 
Create Project Names 
Set special types of users: 
i. CEO (View Only) 
ii. Project Manager 
b. View Only Person: 
Set projects to view. 
View multiple projects at once (progress). 
c. Project Manager: 
Set welcome message. 
Set Bugzilla Location (optional) 
Set number of iterations in project. 
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Define life-cycle model. 
Approve/Deny members' threads. 




i. Adding/Deleting software artifacts 
d. Team Leader: 
Define life-cycle model. 
Approve/Deny members' threads. 




i. Adding/Deleting software artifacts 
e. Employee 
Manage Thread: 
i. Adding/Deleting software artifacts 
2.2.4 Hardware Interfaces 
No hardware interface. 
2.2.5 Software Interfaces 
The project software interface will be viewed over 
the web. It can run on any web browser for Windows, Linux, 
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or Mac OS. The language and applications used in writing 
this interface are Javascript, Flash, PHP 4.3.1, and CSS. 
The server will run Gentoo Linux. , . 
2.2.5.1 Communication Interface. ReMoTe uses 
Hypertext Pre-Processor (PHP) and the operating system to 
manage the communication between the client and the 
server. The mySQL and Oracle databases will use PHP's 
built in function to handle communication between PHP and 
the their database. Microsoft Access on the other hand 
will use ODBC to communicate between PHP and the Microsoft 
Access database. 
2.2.5.2 Memory Constraints. For ReMoTe 
server with mySQL/Access database: 
• 256 MB or greater memory size. 
• PII 500 or greater. 
For ReMoTe server with Oracle 9i database: 
• 512 MB or greater memory size. 
• PIII 1Ghz 
• 20GB disk space. 
Client: 
• 128 MB or greater memory size. 
2.2.5.3 Operations. The ReMoTe will operate 24/7. 
Backups can be done of the database once a month. 
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Maintenance will be done on call, and mostly done 
remotely. 
2.2.5.4 Site Adaptation Requirements. The ReMoTe 
will run from the Department of Computer Science at 
California State University, San Bernardino. 
2.2.6 Product Functions 
The use case diagram below depicts the typical users 
of the ReMoTe: system administrator, view only person, 
Project Manager, team leader, and employee. This also 
contains the actions that the project is expected to 
perform for the users (see Figure 2). 
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Approve/Deny users 
Set Projects to view 
CEO 
Employee 
Figure 2. Use-Case Diagram 
2.2.7 User Characteristics 
The projected users of the ReMoTe will include 
software engineers, including the CEO (view only person) 
These individuals should be familiar with computer 
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operations in general and should not need additional basic 
instructions to use this product. All instructions and/or 
guidance can be provided using the ReMoTe's help menu. 
2.2.8 Constraints 
The ReMoTe will be fully functional and will be 
demonstrated at the end of the Winter 2006 quarter. 
2.2.9 Assumptions and Dependencies 
There are no assumptions and dependencies. 
2.2.10 Apportioning of Requirements 
There are no apportioning of requirements. 
2.3 Specific Requirements 
2.3.1 External Interface 
The main logo of the ReMoTe will appear on the top 
left corner of the page (see Figure 3). 
Figure 3. Main Logo 
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2.3.2 User Interface 
2.3.2.1 Login Interface. When the user visits the 
ReMoTe site for the first time. They will have to login to 
be able to use the tool. If they do not have a 
username/password, they must register so that the admin 
will approve the account to allow the users in (see Figure 
4) . 
. P.l! ~UJS!>'t1,1J~l~t~i!!t~«.tt~r!a~i.~Q_bJe.':'~~1~'.~~1~1!(!!,~rtjr~r1s~ 
, , : <--. • ,; , , ; ", ,. l• 
mmra_.• ·.•••••• _. , •..•.••••.•••••,. '.J 
IHOME IHELP IABOIJTI 
Username:j 
Password::=:!====~ 
OR~member login on'this compu1er 
', ,'.sob~1tl 
• Forget Password? New IJser-> Register 
Figure 4. Login Interface 
2.3.2.2 Administrator Interface. Once the 
administrator has successfully logged into the tool, they 
will be able to select a list of options on the left side 










The ~•Mole lld!nl11·Slte - D,itabosefype:mySQL 
;'Wjwi~fottli(he:ReMof!?fooi,:,1---------------------------, 
Date: Dec 15, 2005 
Time: 12:16:14 pm 
Figure 5. Administrator Welcome Screen 
2.3.2.2.1 Set Project Names. In order for users 
to register in the ReMoTe system, the administrator must 
first supply project names to the system (see Figure 6). 
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The ReM<>Te Adin!n Site 'O_atabase: TYJU~: mySOL 
jcraai.la/Edt P,t;J~ Ha'me 
~tUsw{a,) 








- _0)l11~~~ " 
Team1 [!;git] [Delete) 
Guest [!;gill (Delete) 
Team2 [!;git] roeietaj 
Team3 [!;git! !Delete]· 
ProJeel ti,Yue: '~---~' 
Figure 6. Administrator Project Name Settings 
2.3.2.2.2 Edit Users. The administrator can 
modify the users information supplied to the ReMoTe. In 
order to do this they must select a user from the list 











nieR•Mi,Te Adinin Stte Dat.~,a•• TyJt&: 111,>SQL 
ILOGOUT IHELP IABOUT I!:lQ!:® 
~E 
lllune 
Guest, Ima A. 
AIBe~fl</Z, Alaa I. 
Brauer, Joel J. 
Concepcion, Arturo I. 
DSouza, Sammy R. 
Getahun, Abenet m. 
Hung, Cheng..Yu . 
Wiser-Orozco. Natalie A. 
Akbulak, Alper . 
Coulier, Robert J. 
Dang, Minhchau . 
Shi.Wei. 
Shihadeh, Fadi E. 
Chung, Young S. 
DeMelo, Darrion T. 
Fan. Yao-Lung . 
Talas, Jihad J. 
Zuriekat, Faris N. 




















"'"""""'tGUEST Yes ~ 
TEAM1 Yes .i~,:,Edivl 
TEAM1 Yes f'E:dit'I 
TEAM1 Yes I Edit,! 
TEAM1 Yes _i-Edii7! 
TEAM1 Yes I li:(l,t~i 
TEAM1 Yes f'E<ii"C! 
TEAM1 Yes !Edit'.! 
TEAM2 Yes [Edit'.! 
TEAM2 Yes J7EeiiWI 
TEAM2 Yes !• Edit! 
TEAM2 Yes f'EdTt"! 
TEAM2 Yes fEdivj 
TEAM3 Yes 
-~ 
TEAM3 Yes f"NiF! 
TEAM3 Yes fE1iiti 
TEAM3 Yes f:€iw! 
TEAM3· Yes I e'ci[i 














P~rd ml.151 b• mor• lh:.,n 8 ch.11•ct11'J 
Confirm Password: ~F-----~ 
First Name: i;;;P;;;;"'"""0 ""'-------' 
Middle Initial: [J 
Last Name: ~P_eM_•~lo.___ ___, 
Address 11234 Test St 




Project Name: ._ITEAM~~3_____, 
Team1 
Current Projects TGuesr 
· earn2 
Team3 
•Submit l' Res~i I 
Figure 8. Administrator Editing a User 
2.3.2.2.3 Delete Users. The administrator can 
also delete a user (see Figure 9) 
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I Rights Reserved 
Webmasters: 
TlloR•MoT• A1h11in Sito o,,tabase Typ•: mySQL 
r;;g~1etfl,L~------------------------------------, 
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pGuest, Ima A. guest 
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~se;:~:\~P~~l-i,; 
Coulier, Robert J. 
Dang, Minhchau . 
Shi.Wei. 
Shihadeh, Fadi E. 
Chung, Young S. 
DeMelo. Darrion T, 
Fan, Yao-Lung . 
Talas. Jihad J. 

















































Figure 9. Administrator Deleting User 
2.3.2.3 View Only Interface. Once the view only 
person has successfully logged into the tool, they will be 
able to select a list of options on the left side of the 
screen (see Figure 10). 
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1HQME !EDIT P~OFIL!f: 1Lo~ourTHEt,P iABOUT] 
,,Welci!meAnur,(l:):;oncN1fferi:lo1fie"RaMtiT'Ge~:;r!i1il=oo~~----_~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_-_:;--
Prn~i! 1iifoinr.lifoi, .• 
You are Viewing Teams Only 
l!o1&s;Taskit . " . 
No New No1es/1"3Sk$ 











Sy$1e1i)l•l~$afJ(!.S . . . " "" 
• You may viewthe progress and lhe thread output oflhe project only 
Me\sayefionj1'19JeciManiilJer ..• , •. 
Heyguys;Wei.e gonnav.in 
Figure 10. View Only Person Welcome Screen 
2.3.2.3.1 View Only Person Set Projects to View. 
After login, the view only person can select which 
projects to view (see Figure 11). 
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=~~.;~•~'W.Pri>~!'~·~d)l}(~ta~·- J'~ 
rm roJeet 
View Progresi Char1 
s·e1 Projects 10'Viavi' 
~et P,rojeel Wiiights














,, _ "~ ," _ . __,. Y<, _ ; _ w _.,.~} 
IHOME IEDI; pfi~FILE ILOGOVrtHELPi !\BOUT( 
.. '.it<nJ1M~~.=.. =.::::.=.'.:::::'.::'.::'.:=:'.::=====::::::::::::::::===::::::=:::::::::::::::::::'.:,======~ 
Database Com J.lJ t<Llnw ~ , ': Pio ·ct tlain'e · ·, ·oafubas~{N.ime .,. " • tis8ft1arll& · 
m)SQL Software Engineering Project• S~heduler TEAM1 e:s655_20.0S root 
mySOL Sofl\oVare Engineering ProJeCl • Scheduler TEM12 cs655_2005 root 
Figure 11. View Only Person Setting Projects to 
View 
2.3.2.3.2 View Only Person Viewing Multiple 
Projects. After the view only person supplies the 
projects to view, they can view the entire project and get 
the overall project, the teams, progress, and individual 
member's progress. This will help in determining which 




Tile !3<l'Cl[G""'~Estu11'atil)Q Mt!ltl.ttweaMd OllS8JV,1tio11 Toi:h1101owEi1terptis~ . 
Na"~: · ' ; · ·. ', · ·· · , .. ' ·,: ,,•, ·,, 
" af8 Engineeril!!J Project -SchtHIUlef, _ u _. . _. _ · ' . _ _ . J 
. . ', -., . ,,,., '. . .. ,·· '•i O' .' 
Figure 12. View Only Person Viewing Multiple 
Projects 
2.3.2.4 Project Manager/Team Leader. Once the 
project manager/Team Leader has successfully logged into 
the tool, they will be able to select a list of options on 
the right side of the screen (see Figure 13). 
··ViewProJecf . 
View Progress Chart 




View Mlissa es.". 
Project: TEAM1 
.Iteration: 2 
Please° Press ,~·TO expl!nd Boxes 
i owrail Proor,essiOf·All ProJe~lSI. ,,1.-,01o. · 
'NamlliArturo I, <:;oncepcion , 
EinaU:oorii:ep@c,ici:csuso:e'i:lu···
·pfi!)ne:{90J.,)_5_3_7o_33_7_6___________________~ 
~:,. :y;,Joel J·8rauer 1-100;00%, lnd1v: f.100,00% Team 
[$:l··t~·Minhchau Dang 1100.00%· Indiv:\100.iW/. %am! 
. 
i'"" '.~ Young;s Chung · f~sting 1100,00¾ tndiv, 
. 
·:-r··•'.lgl :llhad' )i,:afas ·'Codir,gJO~eiQA (1QO,OO¾ indiv; 
. 
:.... ll§; Yao'Luog .Fan ' HTMVCSS Fl'.00:00~1• I~div~I 
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;con\p.inyHauie: 
· · .~h• Recin;sivl!IJ/JstilniltinJJ Multi~hroa,led Obse1vatlon T•~ln1otow&~e1p1ls~ 
· ' · . : i · · ·•' ·. · , 
~ftw.ire~l\)h~eri1wProj~.S.:l~d1der ~ · . .- :,;~- • , , • _':_i 
JHOMEI 1'.~0JECTSETIIN!)SfoDIHR0FILE/L6i:io'u:r{t!ELE fABOl/Tii ·, 
Figure 13. Project Manager Wel~ome Screen 
2.3.2.4.1 Set Project Settings. Once the 
project manager has successfully logged into the tool, 
they will be able to manage the project such as Bugzilla 
location, set the number of iterations in a project, and 
also set the welcome message for other users to see (see 
Figure 14). 
;;.QJ!lto.~li,~'___, 




View Messages · 





Define Team Threads 
.seiedTeammaies 




Yorn indlv. Pw{Jle$$: 100.00% 
RI&$ Stlbmltte<t 26 
Noti>s!T~s. ,. 
No New Notes/Tasks 
Syst~ui ~s,,ueri' . 
No New System MessagM 
~1~s~o~ii:11111·!')'0Jetti.i~e1 
Welcome to the ReMoTe 
Dale: Dec 15, 2005 
Time: 01 :00 pm 
Prototwe: 2 
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~•~nyNmue: . , , . " , · · ~.. ' · · 1 Qffwa~e E11iJjueed1ll) Pr£Ject •Sc~edwer _ _ : . . ....•• < , • __ ~ 
Ir\OME.fPROJECT SEJTINGS IED(rPROFILE I_ LOGO!.p" I~ELP IABO\JT) 
!['i:)Wiofis4 • • . . , • 
~Vi~ect Bugzi.!!a'Lociitfo~:,
•~~,:i;ssChart Hmn~lff of hemtlo1is In P~~j~~~-
Create Message 
ViewMessages 1 Messn~_,·10 Everyon,: 





Define Team Threads· ' 
SeleciJeamma1es 
',ManageYoiJrTtirea4 
./',fJ rovUhreads • 
Jh,ttp:// •.. 
Ifyour project uses Bugillla and vou nav1rn Installed, 
ple.ase supply the location ofihe Bugzllla .so the ReMore·can use IL 
•~.e. http1N.ww.somesite.com:8080JbiJgzltla/Wt1h the kalling 'I') 
· · IS.~limni 
· · ·· 
Figure 14. Project Manager Settings Page 
2.3.2.4.2 Define Life-Cycle Model. Threads in 
the ReMoTe can be individually defined to allow teammates 
to accommodate tasks that are not concerned with software 
development, such as documentation, system testing, etc. 
Thus, the project manager, including the team leaders, can 
supply the life-cycle model for the users threads that are 
one level below them (see Figures 15, 16, and 17). The 
managers must go through the following to. create a life­
cycle: 
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Step 1. Set the life-cycle name and the number of 
phases for the life-cycle. 
Step 2. Define the life-cycle's phase names and 
timeline for each phase. 
IHOME IPROJE~T S~NOS IEDIT PflOFILE ILOGOVTJ HELP IABOUT! 
lltmi/ier Jf Pflos.es 
6 
ff[QIJ!~St~~. 
I 100%C-0n Me 
'.,,gpJ!filltjs---l 
1/1.ewPro)ecr 
View Progress Chart 





Sat Hours . 
SetTeani Nole/Task 
'..'..In~~jij]
Define Team Threads 
SelectTeammates 
, Manage Yourclhfeaa 
ro1-eTnreads · 
Step 1. Set Name and Number Of Phases 
Step 2. Set Phase lnfonnaUon 
Step 3. seiMethodTo Users 
Tltl&<;ffi1€t1K1ill ............ j
;--................... 
How Many Phases WIii Tl~s M~IHld Cmrt,lin? Plea~e Selectf , 
,Suh~~ I 
Figure 15. Set Life-Cycle Model Page 
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,Oeflne Team Threads -
'Select Teammates 
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prove Threads 
Merhodila,ne: 
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Step 1. Set Name a_nd Nu!llber Of Phases 
Stap 2, Set Melhod Information 
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,, Js " , , ~;a 
·Subma I 
Figure 16. Set Life-Cycle Model Step 1 
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S~11Da1e:
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,Set Budget 
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[]!reaWttfu]EJ 
Define Team Threads 
· SeleetTeammates 
Manage You.r.Thread 








Figure 17. Set Life-Cycle Model Step· 2 
2.3.2.4.3 Select Teammates. Once the life-cycle 
model is defined, the user can supply their team, they 
will be given a list of members in the ReMoTe, the users 
responsibility to select the members of the persons team, 
which consists of people one level below the user, the 
user can place users into different life-cycle models 
(see Figure 18) . 
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Figure 18. Select Teammates Screen 
2.3.2.4.4 Set Budget. An option for the project 
manager and/or the team leader(s), they can supply the 
budget for the entire project and distribute it to the 
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Figure 19. Set Budget Screen 
2.3.2.4.5 Set Man-Hours. Another option for the 
project manager and/or the team leader(s), they can supply 
the man-hours for the entire project and distribute it to 
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Figure 20. Set Man-Hours Screen 
2.3.2.4.6 Set Team Names. Another option for 
the project manager and/or the team leader(s) is that they 
can supply the team-names to their respective teammates 













Figure 21. Set Team Names Screen 
2.3.2.5 Manage Thread Interface. The Project 
Manager, team leaders, and employees are given the task of 
supplying the ReMoTe the software artifacts for mangers to 
approve and/or deny. The artifacts are uploaded to the 
ReMoTe and the user specifies what phase the files should 
be placed into. There is no limitation of file types that 
can be uploaded to the ReMote (see Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Manage Thread Screen 
2.3.2.5.1 Approve/Deny Thread. The project 
manager and team leaders have the responsibility to 
approve each phase during the process of the project. They 
can review the artifacts and send a comment on why the 
file was approved/denied (see Figure 23). 
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Figure 23. Approve/Deny Phase Screen 
2.3.2.6 User Communication Interface. All users in 
the ReMoTe will be able to use a wide range of 
communication tools to help members, local and abroad, to 
be able to be in contact with other members in one easy­
to-use tool. 
2.3.2.6.1 Message Board. All members can use 
the message board to leave messages at their own pace in 
the ReMoTe's message board system (see Figures 24 and 25) 
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St1bfeef . ,, . .·... qe~te11Bf. Oat~and Til~e fr~iited RtJtlJes 
Welcome lo ReMote Daniel MHavey Jan 31, 2006 08:08 PnJ 1 
Remfnder DarrionrneMelo ·Feb 01, 200611:lO~m 0 
Second Iteration Daniel MHavey Feb 02, 2006 05:23 pm 0 
Upload files lo hare? Walter ~hramo'"1icz Feb 09, 2006 04:52 pm 3 
Hano· Daniel MHav_eii, .Feb 24, ~00,6 04:23 pm, 0 
1stMilestone DanlelMHavev Mar 02; 2poa pa:2s pm· 0 
SRS-Prillo18 ls up David LHollingsworth Mar 03;2006 09:31 pm 0 
Figure 24. Message Board List 
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MtlS$il~: Post ReplyReadme file is on the REMOTE 
Ma-s51~ 
Thanks for your tierp oil the project'. 
PostROPIYEveryone did a good jobl! 
'·{;) 
Figure 25. Message Board Thread 
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2.3.2.6.2 Chat Room. All members can use the 
chat room feature to communicate in real-time to other 
users and also be able to share documents live. Users can 
also invite other users outside the ReMoTe to the chat 
room (see Figures 26 and 27). 
.IUTl'Project ALGORITHMA200S 
·user~ In Room:.(2) Iddentelo Iatellanv 
ciientdd8llllllo: share 5 
dde1nelo: Hey 
ddemelo: Enters Tite Room 










FreeBSD server (http://csci.csusb.edu) 
PHp Modul9 
:Pi:oxy· 




IdNwnber File.Name: File Type 
5 695deploy.jpg image/jpeg 
ltemiJwiltonlybo availablufor JO min from upload time. 
Figure 26. Chat Room Sharing a Unified Modeling 
Language Diagram 
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Project TEAM3 _ 
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Figure 27. Chat Room Sharing a Web site. 
2.3.2.6.3 Set Task/Note. All members can use 
the task/note feature to alert users when they login of 
any tasks of notes for members to do (see Figures 28 and 
3 9) . 
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Figure 28. Set Task/Note 
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Figure 29. Viewing Task/Note 
2.3.2.7 Viewing Project Interface. All users in the 
ReMoTe will be able view the progress of the entire 
project and an individual's progress and overall progress 
(see Figures 30 and 31). For individual progess, you can 
notice the uses phases/tasks they supplied in their life­
cycle(see color-key in Figure 30). You can notice which 
phases the individual has improved in their progress. 
Also, you can notice if the user later in the process of 
the project decides to change the number of phases, the 
chart will note any of the changes. 
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For the overall progress, you can view the progress 
of the project based on the phases that were defined by 
the project manager. 
Statlsitcs , Darri?n DeMelo's Progress Color Key 
Company: •~of'tware Engineering Project - Scheduler !=f~""H•• 
Project Name: TEAM3 ·o.,;;,,,, 
Start Date:" Nov.15.2005 ~:i;!¼~.u... 
And-Job: 
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Figure 30. Individual Progress Chart 
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Figure 31. Overall Progress Chart 
2.3.2.7.1 Gantt Chart. Once the users has been 
given a life-cycle 'model to use for their thread. The 
ReMoTe keeps track of the users real activity. The 
ReMoTe's Gantt chart generator shows the defined project 
plan and compares it to the actual project plan, if any of 
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the phases has not been approved; the ReMoTe will delay 
the expected end date until it has been completed (see 
figure 32). 
Gantt AndActiv1ty ChartUser: Darrion-DeMelo 
Company: Software Enginoor.ioo-ProJect-Scheduler Tota~ [b,\/S·Expected: 31.
Project Name: TEAM3 . Expected End Datei. Noy;i4.2¼5; 
! !r~ 















i, ~ ! ii j 
A. - fll?proved P ~ ProJ~ed Ph&se. ll.ltes 
0 -.Denied· Yellow.-. To<fa9 
S. • Sub!iJI~ File 
Figure 32. Gantt Chart Generator 
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2.3.3 Functions 
All additional functions of ReMoTe tool are described 
in section 2. 
2.3.4 Performance Requirements 
Code will be optimized for functionality rather than 
speed of operation. 
2.3.5 Logical Database Requirements 
We will be using mySQL, Microsoft Access, and Oracle 
database; the ports for each of the databases must be open 
on the server to allow access for users. 
2.3.6 Design Constraints 
2.3.6.1 Standards Compliance. The ReMoTe tool will 
comply with PHP coding standards. 
2.3.7 Software System Attributes 
2.3.7.1 Reliability. The servers running the ReMoTe 
will be completely functional. 
2.3.7.2 Availability. The ReMoTe tool will require a 
computer with 128 megabytes of ram and World Wide Web 
access available 24/7. 
2.3.7.3 Security. The ReMoTe tool will require a 
computer with 128 megabytes of ram and World Wide Web 
access available 24/7. 
2.3.7.4 Maintainability. The code will be well 
documented and most modules will be reusable. 
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2.3.7.5 Portability. The code used in this program 
will be completely portable, allowing the code to go from 
one server to another as long they who comply with the 
hardware and software requirements detailed in this 
document. 
2.3.8 Organizing the Specific Requirements 
2.3.8.1 System Mode. Single mode of operation 
(normal mode). 
2.3.8.2 User Class. There are three users of the 
ReMoTe tool: system administrator, CEO, Project Manager, 
Team Leader, and Employee. 
2.3.8.3 Objects. See the Use-Case Diagram in Figure 
2. 
2.3.8.4 Feature. This software contains no external 
features. 
2.3.8.5 Stimulus. This software supports no external 
stimuli. 
2.3.8.6 Response. All responses to user input are 
described in section 2. 
2.3.8.7 Functional Hierarchy. Section 2.1.2 
describes the control flow of the ReMoTe tool. 
2.4 Additional Comments 
No additional comments. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE DESIGN 
3.1 MVC Architecture Design 
In both [9] and in this project, the ReMoTe uses the 
Model View Controller (MVC) architecture. See Figure 33 
for ReMoTe's MVC architecture design. The MVC design 
pattern provides a way to help organize information to 
display to the user. The MVC consists of [9,8]: 
i. Model: The object that contains data i.e. 
domain logic. 
ii. View: Gives the presentation of the 
application based on what the model renders. 
iii. Controller: An event provided by the user 
that causes change of the view. 
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Figure 34. Package· Diagram of Admin and User 
3.1.1 Controller 
When a user clicks on a hyperlink on the ReMoTe, the 
user is sending an operation to the controller class. The 
controller class then sends the user to their respective 
action according to what they supplied. For example, if 
the user clicked on the "Set Hours" link, the value 
"setHours" is sent to the controller, the controller 
identifies the operation and sends the information to the 
"setHoursAction" class, which then renders (models) the 
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input interface in the user's browser for setting the 
projects man-hours. Therefore, for every action a user can 
perform on the ReMoTe, there is an action that corresponds 
to it. There are action files for both the administrator 
(see Figure 35) and for the user (see Figure 36). 
3.1.2 Administrator Action Files 
For the administrator, there are 13 action files that 
correspond to each action an administrator can take in the 
ReMoTe. This is considered the "model" part of the MVC 
architecture. The action file and their actions include: 
3.1.2.1 AcceptUserAction. Approves the user into the 
ReMote system. 
3.1.2.2 CreateProjectAction. Creates the project 
name for identification for the user's registration. 
3.1.2.3 DeleteMessageAction. Deletes threads in 
ReMoTe's message board system. 
3.1.2.4 DeleteProjectAction. Deletes project names 
in the system. 
3.1.2.5 DeleteUserAction. Delete users in the ReMoTe 
system. 
3.1.2.6 EditMessageAction. Edits a message in the 
ReMoTe message board. 
3.1.2.7 EditUserAction. Edits a user's contact 
information and/or username or password in the system. 
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3.1.2.8 EditUserPageAction. Displays the list of 
users in the system to allow the administrator to choose 
to edit. 
3.1.2.9 LoginAction. Manages the login for the 
administration system. 
3.1.2.10 RegistrationAction. Submits the newly 
updated user's information to the database. 
3.1.2.11 SetProjectManagerAction. Sets the role of a 
user to project manager. 
3.1.2.12 SetViewOnlyAction. Sets the user's role to 
















Figure 35. Administrator Action Listing 
3.1.3 User Action Files 
For the users of the ReMoTe system, there are 32 
action files that correspond to each action an 
administrator can take in the ReMoTe. There are also 5 
sub-action files that pertain to the thread output of the 
ReMoTe. The action file and their actions include: 
3.1.3.1 AddThreadAction. Uploads the user's software 
artifacts to the ReMoTe. 
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3.1.3.2 ApproveThreadAction. Allows team 
leaders/managers to approve the phases of a user's thread 
in the project. 
3.1.3.3 CostAction. Submits the money denomination 
(cost) allotted for each individual team in the project. 
3. 1. 3 ·. 4 CostAnalysisAction. Returns to the user the 
list of monetary values allotted for each team in the 
project for review. 
3.1.3.5 CreateThreadAction. Returns to the user 
defined phases for the user to supply software artifacts 
to. 
3.1.3.6 DefineThreadAction. Allows the team 
leader/manager to set the number of phases and name of the 
life-cycle model. 
3.1.3.7 DeleteFileAction. Allows the user to delete 
software artifacts in their thread. 
3.1.3.8 DeleteMethodAction. Deletes a life-cycle 
method supplied by the user. 
3.1.3.9 DeleteNoteAction. Deletes a note/task 
defined by the use~. 
3.1.3.10 EditMethodAction. Allows the user to modify 
the values in their supplied life-cycle model. 
3.1.3.11 EditNoteAction. Allows the user to modify 
the values in their supplied note/task. 
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3.1.3.12 EditUserAction. Allows the user to modify 
their contact information and/or their username and 
password. 
3.1.3.13 ForgotPasswordAction. Returns the user's 
password they have forgotten. Note: the user must supply a 
valid email and username to the system in order to 
retrieve the lost password. 
3.1.3.14 GanttChartAction. Returns the user's 
timeline for the phases of their project in a Gantt chart 
format. 
3.1.3.15 HoursAction. Submits to the database the 
man-hours allotted for each team in the project. 
3.1:3.16 LoginAction. Validates the username and 
password to log into the. system. 
3.1.3.17 MessageBoard:Action. Submits to the database 
a new thread to ReMoTe's message board system~ 
3.1.3.18 MessageCheckAction. Validates if to show 
the user receives an animation of a new message for them. 
3.1.3.19 NoteAction. Submits the defined notes/tasks 
for the team to utilize. 
3.1.3.20 NoteListAction. Displays the entire list of 
notes/task defined for the user's team for review. 
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3.1.3.21 OverridePhaseNamesAction. Allows the user 
to modify the names of the phases defined in the user­
defined life-cycle model. 
3.1.3.22 RegistrationAction. Submits the users 
contact information, username and password to the system. 
3.1.3.23 SelectTeamAction. Allows the user to supply 
the users the team leader/manager is responsible for. 
3.1.3.24 SetDatesAction. Supplies the database the 
start date and number of days for a given life-cycle 
model. 
3.1.3.25 SetMethodAction. Supplies the name of a 
given life-cycle model. 
3.1.3.26 SetNumberPhasesAction. Supplies the number 
of phases for a given life-cycle model. 
3.1.3.27 SetPictureAction. Allows the user to upload 
a photo to the system. 
3.1.3.28 SetProjectWeights. Allows the users with 
the "viewer" roles to supply weights to team that maybe 
more important than others. 
3.1.3.29 SettingsAction. Allows the project manager 
to supply the Bugzilla location, number of iterations in 
the project, and an introduction message for users to see 
when they log into the system. 
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3.1.3.30 ViewMessageAction. Displays the user an 
individual message in the message board system. 
3.1.3.31 ViewMessagesAction. · Displays the list of 
messages in the project message board. 
3.1.3.32 ViewNotesAction. Displays the list of notes 
for modification/deletion. 
3.1.3.33 ShowFileAction. From the thread output 
section, when a user views a members software artifact. It 
displays the file in the browser in the form of pure text 
for text files or displays images. 
3.1.3.34 Showitem. Allows the user to download the 
file or view from a browser. 
3.1.3.35 ShowTeamListAction. Displays the team 
hierarchy of the project in the browser. 
3.1.3.36 StatisticsAction. From the thread output 










































Figure 36. User Action Listing 
3.1.4 Interface Files 
All of the HTML files are stored in an HTML folder 
with the extension *.inc. This helps the programmer 
determine the difference between program purely coded in 
PHP (ends with *.php) or is an HTML file (*.inc). All 
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HTML files are solely meant for the interface to render 
for the user to view (see Figures 37 and 38 for both the 
administrator and user interface files). 
For every action a user sends, the controller 
determines the layout the user would receive based on the 
action of the user. These layouts allow the programmer for 
adjustability and reusability of code when needed. 
Inside every template file, there is basically two 
views the user may receive based on their actions: first­
time and submission. Template files end with the extension 
*.tpl. 
The first-time view is when a user visits the page 
for the first time, in order for the ReMoTe to recognize 
this there is NULL values sent to the action class, in 
PHP, it is in the form of $_POST or$ GET which is an 
array contained in a form or in a URL query respectively. 
The action class would recognize the NULL values and 
return the user with an input page. The other type of view 
is when the user submits the form to the controller. 
In submission view, the values in their form are sent 
to the action, the action then processes the data. If the 
data is valid it is either sent to a database or the user 
is redirected to another page. If the data is invalid or 
missing, the user is then halted of process and are 
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redirect to a page determined by the controller and 
receives and response of their invalid data. For example, 
if a user was at the registration page and supply their 
user information, but forgot to enter their e-mail address 
on submission, the controller will send the user back to 
the registration page and are informed of their blank 
value for their e-mail in the form of a warning in bold 

































































Figure 38. User-Interface Package 
3.2 Database Design 
In the ReMoTe, the database is crucial for storing 
software artifacts to help in both data retrieval and 
statistical analysis· of the progress of the project. The 
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ReMoTe is able to handle the communication between three 
different databases: mySQL, Microsoft Access, and Oracle. 
The administrator can specify which database to use in the 
ReMoTe's setup file, see Figure 39. 
·,:;?php 
jt'~'tr-.1r?.1t1i**1r'1i1r*1:'lr1r1r'W1"''\\"1r°W't1r1r1rt'"li#"#'t'1t:1r1t1\'-t1"1tl\''l"t1,';\'i,]f1;1,'t."f'.1t1r't'1f' 
Tfuulk you fox:- choosing, the ReMoTe tool_, as youx; project 
Jrianagelll.ent tool; This is setup 1:ile the /uiunistiator/IT 
to edit for the-ReMoTe .to work. · 
i<-~1'1'1r1r1'1'1i1i1'·,._;1i...;,11'.t,#hh1t#1r1rit_1r1'1'1'~1<1r1'1'1'1'1'1'1ri.\"1'1r1'1't,:liii_1'1rI 
.//put use_i:lie:rae, to get into datab~e 
v:USi: i"'. ·"root;,"; 
1 /put pasSTllotd · to get into d,atebase 
$pwd "' t'&yPasSt,J'OJ:d"; .. 
//Title.of database 
$,db "" "inypatabase"; 
/ i<;latabase t:m)e 
// 1.,.. m.ySQL 
II 2 ""' HicJ:osoft Ac;cess· 
JI 3 -==·Oi:acle 
I I 4 ""' Expei:ifllencal 
vdb_t'l/l)e ." "l"; 
'//host of database 
~.host: =. ·" localhost"; 
l/co111PanY ne:rae _(Plese use cext only) 
$corapan:yn9e· .. "Mascets · Ptojecc"; 
.//Set useme:rae.and passwoi:d for adrainisti:atoi: -co ci:eate.project managei:s 








.**~*w1r~1r1.1r'3'.tww~1i~*,**1r***1t1r1rl\'a'ri'i•<'>I . . . 
Figure 39·. Setup File 
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All of the ·database f~ncticmality of the ReMoTe are 
stored in Database_Access Objects·(DAO'). The DAO files. 
call on a ConnectDAO class, which handle.s al],. of the 
queries to the different databases (se~ Figure 4 0 and 41· 








IAddThread l<J- - - -1 IsetMethodDAO ~ - - l -t>j SetMethod 
.-------, '- 1 --J4AddThreadDAO I I----IAddThreadSlob l<J- - - I 
rl-s-etN-um-be_rP_h_a_s-es_o_A_o_,lt -t>l.._s_e_tN_u_m_b_erP_ha_s_es_, 
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Figure 41. Entity Relatibdship Diagram·of the 
·Dat'abase 
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3.2.1 User Table 
The user table contains all of the user's contact 
information and picture (if supplied). It also has the 
role of the user: viewer, project manager, none. Each role 
has different functions that will be available to them. 
See Figure 42 and Table 2. 
The viewer role only can view multiple projects, 
Chief Executive Officers (CEO) typically use this. Project 
managers define the project and the core elements of the 
ReMoTe, i.e. cost, man-hours, settings, etc. 
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Figure 42. Entity.Relationsh;Lp Diagram of User 
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Table 2. User Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
username text text varchar(240) 
password text text varchar (240) 
firstName text text varchar (240) 
lastName text text varchar (240) 
middleinitial text text varchar (240) 
phone text text varchar (240) 
email text text varchar (240) 




projectName text text varchar (24 O) MUL 
valid text text varchar (240) 
address text text varchar (240) 
pictureName text tex varchar (240) 
pictureType text text varchar (240) 
pictureSize int int number 
pictureContent blob memo blob 
3.2.2 Uniform Resource Locator Table 
The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) table is 
responsible for.handling the URL location of the ReMoTe, 
this helps with the database of projects and file 
retrieval of artifacts that are on different servers. See 
Figure 43 and Table 3. 
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Figure 43. Entity Relationship Diagram of Uniform 
Resource Locator 
Table 3. Uniform Resource Locator Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
url text text varchar (240) 
3.2.3 Threads and ThreadBlob Table 
The thread table is responsible for handling the 
user's software artifacts. Each artifact is stored in the 
database in the form of a Binary Large Object (BLOB) in 
the ThreadBlob table. See Figure 44 and Tables 4 and 5. 
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Figure 44. Entity Relationship Diagram of Threads 
and ThreadBlob 
Table 4. Threads Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
companyName text text varchar (240) 
iteration int int number MUL 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
fileName text text varchar (240) 
fileType text text varchar (240) 
fileSize int int number 
versionNumber double double number 
userid int int number MUL 
phaseid int int number 
location text text varchar (240) 
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Table 5. ThreadBlob Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
content blob memo blob 
fileid int int number 
3.2.4 Settings Table 
Each project manager in the ReMoTe is responsible for 
providing the number of iterations of the project, Buzilla 
location (if needed), and an introduction message to all 
members of the project (see Figure 45 and Table 6). 
Figure 45. Entity Relationship Diagram of Settings 
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Table 6. Settings Table 
Field Name Type Key, Extra 
rriySQL Access Oracl·e. 
ID int int number PRI 
companyName text text varchar (240) 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
bugzilla text text varc_har ( 2 4 0 ) Location 
of 
bugzilla 




numberiterations int int number 
3.2.6 Statistics Table 
The statistics table contains all of the progress 
information for every individual user, the user's team and 
the overall project (see Figure 46 and Table 7). 
Figure 46. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
Statistics 
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Table 7. Statistics Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
iteration int int number 
companyName text text varchar (240) 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
percentage text text varchar (240) 
userid text text varchar (240) MUL 
date text text varchar (240) 
totalCorrect int int number 
numberPhases int int number 
3.2.7 SetTeamNames Table 
The SetTeamNames table allows the project 
manager/team leader to rename their team's one level below 
them (see Figure 47 and Table 8). 
Figure 47. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
SetTeamNames 
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Table 8. SetTeamNames Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
companyName text text varchar (240) 
projectName text text varchar (24 0) MUL 
iteration text text varchar (240) MUL 
teamid int int number 
teamName int int number 
3.2.8 SetViewPrbjects Table 
The SetViewProjects table allows the users that have 
the viewer role to handle which projects to view by 
providing the ReMoTe the database locations and the 
database type (see Figure 48 and Table 9). 
Figure 48. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
SetViewProjects 
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Table 9. SetViewProjects Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
location text text varchar (240) Server 
location 
companyName text text varchar (240) 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
dbType int int number Database 
type 
username text text varchar (240) Database 
username 
password text text varchar (240) 





databaseName text text varchar (240) 
3.2.9 SelectTeam Table 
The SelectTeam table contains all of the users level 
in the ReMoTe and handles which user is responsible for 




Figure 49. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
SelectTeam 
Table 10. SelectTeam Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
managerId int int number 
subUserid int int number 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
iteration int int number MUL 
methodid int int number MUL 
3.2.10 MessageBoard Table 
The MessageBoard table has is the ReMoTe's message 
board system (see Figure 50 and Table 11). 
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Figure 50. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
MessageBoard 
Table 11. MessageBoard Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
userid int int number MUL 
date int int number 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
broadcast int int number 
replyid int int number 
message text text varchar (240) 
subject text text varchar (240) 
3.2.11 Project Table 
The Project table contains the project name supplied 
by the administrator that helps with the user's 
registration (see Figure 51 and Table 12). 
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P:i:oject 
Figure 51. Entity Relationship Diagram of Project 
Table 12. Project Table 
' Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
projectName text text varchar (240) 
3.2.12 Note Table 
The Note table contains the notes/task a user would 
supply for their team (see Figure 52 and Table 13). 
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Figure 52. Entity Relationship Diagram of Note 
Table 13. Note Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
iteration int int number MUL 
note text text varchar (240) 
title text text varchar (240) 
userid int int number 
dateCreated int int number 
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3.2.13 Hours Table 
The Hours table stores all of the man-hours required 
for a user's team (see Figure 53 and Table 14) 
Figure 53. Entity Relationship Diagram of Hours 
Table 14. Hours Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
iteration int int number MUL 
hours int int number 
userid int int number 
managerId int int number 
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3.2.14 Cost Table 
The Cost table stpres all of .the money denomination 
(cost)_ required for a user's .team·(see Figure 54 and Table 
15) . 
Cost 
Figure 54. Entity Relationship. Diagram·of Cost 
Table 15. Cost Table 
Field Name Type ' Key Extra 
mySQL Access O:r:acle 
,. '. : 
ID int int mimbe'r • PRI 
projectName text text varchar ( 2 4.0) MUL ' 
iteration int int number MUL 
cost int int number 
userid int - . int :p.umb~:i:-
' 
., 
managerId int, int ., ".• .'number 
~ ' .:: 
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3.2.15 DefineThread and SetMethod Tables 
In order for the team to submit software artifacts to 
the ReMoTe, the user's respective team leader/manager must 
supply the team's life-cylce model/method for the team to 
use. Each team leader/manager can supply as many models 
needed for each member for a team (see _Figure 55 and 
tables 16, 17). 
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Define'Illl:ead l .•. *. l 
Fi~ur~ 55. Entity Rel~tionship Diagram of 
Definerhread and SetMethod 
/ 
' ~ \, if'•' 
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Table 16. SetMethod Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
name text text varchar (240) 
iteration int int number MUL 
userid int int number 
numberPhases int int number 
Table 17. DefineThread Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
name text text varchar (240) 
iteration int int number MUL 
userid int int number 
phaseNumber int int number 
phaseDays int int number 
startMonth int int number 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
methodid int int number MUL 
startYear int int number 
startDay int int number 
phaseName text text varchar (240) 
3.2.16 ApproveThread Table 
The ApproveThread table stores_. the users approval 
state in the ReMoTe for each phase of the project defined 
by their team leader/manager. If the phase approved or 
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denied; the team leader must supply a reason for the state 
the user is. in,. i. e ~ invalid files, missing files, etc 
. ' \~ -
{s~e Figure 56 arid Table 1~): 
-Figure 56 .: Entity Relationship Diagram -of 
ApproveTh,-read· 
';• 
Table 18. ApproveThread Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int -int number PRI 
approve int int number 
ite.ration int · int .number MUL 
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userid int int number 
phaseTotal int int number 
viewNote int int number 
phaseid int int number 
Date int int number 
projectName text text varchar (240) MUL 
3.2.17 ChatScript Table 
The ChatScript table contains all of the user's text 
supplied to the chat room (see Figure 57 and Table 19). 
ChatSci:ipt 
Figure 57. Entity Relationship Diagram of ChatScript 
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Table 19. ChatScript Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
theNick text text varchar (240) 
projectName int int number MUL 
chatTime int int number 
theText text text varchar (240) 
3.2.18 ChatUpload and ChatUploadBlob Tables 
The ChatUpload and ChatUploadBlob tables contain the 
shareable items for the chat room. All data is stored in 
the form of a BLOB in the ChatUploadBlob while the 
ChatUpload table contains the data information, i.e. file 
name, file size, etc. (see Figure 58 and Table 20). 
content 
l l. .. * ChatUpload ChatUploaclBlob 
fileicl 
Figure 58. Entity Relationship Diagram of 
ChatUpload and ChatUploadBlob 
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Table 20. ChatUpload Table 
Field Name Type Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
fileSize int int number 
projectName int int number MUL 
chatTime int int number 
chatTime int int number 
Table 21. ChatUploadBlob Table 
Field Name Type .Key Extra 
mySQL Access Oracle 
ID int int number PRI 
fileid int int number 
content blob memo blob 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE 
4.1 Web Interface Testing 
4.1.1 Purpose 
For web testing, we must verify the following on each 
web page: 
1. Stylesheet 
a. Verify that all interface design of the CSS 
will display the same for all browsers. 
b. Verify CSS validation using the World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) validation system. 
http://jigsaw.w3.org/) 
2 . Javascript 
a. Verify that all JavaScript functions are 
working based on user interaction such as: 
i. Checking browser load. 
ii. Validate animations of DIVs where 
appropriate. 
3. HTML 




1. Open each browser (Internet Explorer, Mozilla 
Firefox) . 
2. For each Web page we will open and execute the 
following checks 
a. Insure proper look of the interface 
b. Check grammar and spelling. 
c. Insure prope,r terminology that is commonly 
understood by all users. 
d. Verify all hyperlinks are valid. 
4.1.3 Expected Results 
Table 22. Results of the Web Test Cases 













4.2 Testing for Robustness 
4.2.1 Purpose 
For testing for robustness, we must check to make 
sure that all pages can handle errors and how the ReMoTe 
will reports the errors to the user. 
4.2.2 Procedure 
1. Open a browser (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox) 
2. Go to each page and purposely put invalid data 
and/or blank fields and see how the system handles 
the inva~id information. 
4.2.3 Results 
4.2.3.1 Invalid Login. The most common error users 
will have on the ReMoTe is supplying invalid login. The 
ReMoTe will stop and report to the user that the login is 
invalid (see Figure 59). 
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J7 Remember login on this computer 
:·sub~itl 
Forgel Password? New User-•> Register 
Figure 59. Invalid Login 
4.2.3.2 Invalid Email. Another common mistake user 
will have on the ReMoTe is users will supply an invalid 
email address, which may have typos or is incomplete (i.e. 
missing the .com). If the error occurs, the ReMoTe will 





[:] Remember login on mis compuier 
:submitJ 
Forget Password? 
Figure 60. Invalid Email 
4.2.3.3 Blank Input. Another common mistake user has 
while using the system is they might not provide 
information in fields that are required. The ReMoTe checks 
all of the fields in the form, if a field is left blank, 
the user cannot continue until the field has been 
satisfied with the correct information (see Figures 61, 
62, and 63) . 
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Figure 61. Message Left Blank on Settings 
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Figure 63. Blank Input for Set Projects To View 
4.2.3.4 Code as Input. For security purposes, the 
ReMoTe rejects input that contains any coding, such as 
Javascript, PHP, etc., which could hurt the system and/or 
the users using the system. The ReMoTe checks all fields 
and will not let the user continue using the program if 
any of the fields in the form contain"<,>, <?,?>, &gt;, 
&lt;" (see Figures 64 and 65). 
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<l•eript~ 
Figure 64. Code as Input at Setting Note Page 
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I Set Team·Note/Task 
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..Submit! 
Figure 65. Code as Input at Create Message Page 
4.2.3.5 Invalid Hours and Budget Allocation. The 
ReMoTe also validates forms that require Managers to 
disperse funding and/or man-hours required for teams. If 
the amount dispersed to the teams do not equal what the 
project manager supplied to the user,·then the values are 
rejected and are prompted to try again with correct values 
(see Figures 66 and 67). 
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Figure 67. Invalid Budget Allocation 
4.2.3.6 Invalid Method Selection. The ReMoTe also 
checks is drop down box values are correct. For example in 
Figure 68, the user is to select their team and the 
methods each teammate will use. If the user does not 
supply a valid method (life-cycle) to a member, the ReMoTe 
will reject the input. The user will have to try again 
with a correct value for the method. 
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Figure 68. Invalid Method Selection 
4.2.3.7 Invalid Database Location. In the ReMoTe, 
the view-only users are required to supply the database 
locations for each of the projects they want to view. If 
the user supplies an invalid database location, the ReMoTe 
will reject the input and alert them to check their input 
values in the form (see Figure 69). 
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In order for a proper installation of the ReMoTe 
tool, the following must be installed: Apache, PHP and 
mySQL/Oracle/Access. All tutorials in this section are 
intended for Gentoo operating system. 
5.2 Install Apache 





make && make install 
After setup has completed start apache in the bin 
directory: 
./apachectl restart 
Next, go to a browser and type host of your new 
Apache server (e.g. http://www.testpage.com/remote). You 
must than verify if the Apache default page appears, if it 
shows an Apache default page, you have completed the first 
step of getting ReMoTe working. 
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5.3 Install My-Structured Query Language 
In My-Structured Query Language (mySQL) please create 
a user with permissions to read and write to database. In 
order for the ReMoTe to work properly, you must set the 
database location for the ReMoTe to access. Then you must 
go to your my.cnf file (do a "locate" or "find" depending 
on OS Change the server location from 127.0.0.1 to your IP 
address so it can be remotely connected. Also, you will 
need to set the max_allowed_packet=lG in the my.cnf file, 
otherwise the system may not be able to handle certain 
data correctly. 
5.4 Install Oracle 
1. In a browser, go to: 
http://otn.oracle.com/software/tech/oci/instantclient 
/htdocs/linuxsoft.html 




3. Put the RPM files in /usr/portage/distfiles. 




5. Finally, execute in the terminal: 
USE="gd odbc oracle oci8" emerge php mod_php 
5.5 Install Hypertext Pre-Processor 
Before you install Hypertext Pre-Processor (PHP), 
please make sure that you have the GD graphics library 
installed, otherwise, you will not be able to view the 
Gantt charts and statistics. If you receive a result of 
the corresponding files, you have the correct libraries 
installed. Otherwise must download and install these RPM 
files. 
5.5.1 Setup Hypertext Pre-Processor with Gentoo 
Operating System 
In the terminal you must execute as root: 
USE="gd apache2" emerge mysql php mod_php gd 
5.5.2 Setup Hypertext Pre-Processor with Red Hat 
8.0 and Above 
For best results to install PHP, please use version 
























make && make install 
If you have the GD library, JPEG library, or PNG 
library located in different directories, you must 
modify/point your options to the correct directory. If you 
are using a library that is used from the install of the 
OS please use "shared" instead of a directory location. 
You must make sure to have the register_globals 
turned to "off" in the php.ini. 
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After the install has completed you may restart 
.Apache using the command: 
/etc/init.d/apache2 restart 
5.6 How to Extract the ReMoTe 
You must then extract the file in a location that you 
can use with Apache to access it from the web browser. 
To extract the files, you must execute the following 
in the terminal: 
tar -xvf ReMoTe.<Version Number>.tar 
(where the "version number" is the version you have 
downloaded) 
After you have set up the database, please put your 
database information and administrator username/password 
in the setup.php, this will help the ReMoTe keep track of 
what the database for the RMT is located and what the 
username and password to login to your database. 
5.7 Setting Up the ReMoTe 
1. Edit "<remote location>/settings/setup.php" 
2. Add your mySQL username after '$user=' 
3. Add your password of .the· username after '$pwd=' 
4. Add your host computer name after '$host=' 
5. Add your databasename you are using after '$db=' 
6. You can put your company name after '$companyname=' 
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7. Save and exit. 
Once you have completed setting up the setup.php 
file, the ReMoTe manages the database after this. 
5.8 Using Concurrent Version System with ReMoTe 
One of the new features of the ReMoTe is if you 
commit a file link to your thread that is in the 
Concurrent Version System (CVS), the .ReMoTe will determine 
the latest version of the file and display it to whoever 
wants to view the progress of your thread. First, in order 
to view the CVS files from the web, you must have ViewCVS 
or WebCVS installed for the ReMoTe to function correctly. 
The version of the CVS used in the Sample ReMoTe has 
ViewCVS Version 0.9.2 with CVSGraph utility combined so 
all the user has to do is extract it, change the 
Repository Link and copy the cgi files to the cgi-bin 
directory. Due to the naming scheme of the Web Viewable 
CVS, in order for the ReMoTe to use the CVS correctly you 
must install CVS so it is in the cgi-bin directory. For 
example, if you put a link to a CVS file you would use (if 




The ReMoTe will accept mostly any version of CVS and 
CVS file name (webcvs.cgi, viewcvs.cgi, cvs.cgi, etc.). 
The URL can be accepted from any remote server and port 




5.9 Source Code 
The file structure of the ReMoTe is listed in 






ReMoTe can assist software development companies to 
monitor and manage the software management process. ReMoTe 
is a Web-based application. It provides easy access to 
project managers to monitor the project's progress 
remotely, anywhere in the world.. It is capable of 
inserting, deleting, updating, selecting and displaying 
all thread event information on a software project 
anywhere in the world. [6] 
In comparison with other software project management 
tools, such as Microsoft Project, we compare the 
differences of ea,ch and notice that the ReMoTe has more 
unique functionalities when it comes to managing a 
software project. Table 23 displays the differences of the 
two tools. 
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Table 23. Comparison of Microsoft Project and 
ReMoTe 
Microsoft Project 2003 ReMoTe 
Only can run on Windows 
platforms. 
Runs on any platform (Windows, 
Linux, etc.). 
Coordinates specific tasks that 
must be completed within a 
specific timeframe. 
Manages multiple software 
projects and multiple phases 
using the RMT lifecycle cycle 
using a hierarchical design. 
Integrates with MS Office 
Products (word doc, PowerPoint, 
excel). 
Can use any type of file format 
to use a an artifact (pdf, word, 
sxf, etc) 
Assigns one task Assign Multiple tasks at-one 
time. 
Must convert everything to html 
to publish to web, such as Gantt 
Charts, graphs, etc. 
Everything is available online. 
Complex to setup time, costs, 
tasks. 
Everything (time, schedule, etc.) 
is calculated automatically. 
One person handles and defines 
entire project. 
Everyone takes part of the ReMoTe 
and define what they are 
responsible for. 
Does not utilize 3ra party 
debugging software. 
Uses Bugzilla. It can also 
include other debugging tools 
(with some coding). 
Does not use any 3ru party File Uses Viewcvs to view current 
(Software) Repository software. files being used in the project. 
It can also include other 
Repository software (with some 
coding). 
Project can only Share project 
planning with others in the 
organization by saving it to a 
central workspace. 
Everyone on the project can share 
his or her software artifacts 
with any other member in the 
project (and other projects) on 
the web (any browser, any OS). 
It handles one project at a time, 
cannot initialize a new iteration 
of a project. 
It handles multiple iterations of 
a project. 
It cannot determine who in the 
project is holding down 
production. 
You can view in real-time who is 
not completing their task. 
Cannot communicate with employee 
about a file (Resource) . 
The ReMoTe has its own message 
board and "Note taker" to allow 
groups from different parts of a 
project to alert and/or inform a 
person about an artifact supplied 
to their thread. 
Has no individuality of people 
involved in the project. You 
cannot find a person's contact 
information if there is any 
notification needed. 
Each person in the project can 
define his or her phone number, 
location (address), in case 
anyone in the project needs to 
contact him or her. 
It cannot give an actual progress The ReMoTe can give each person's 
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report of how far they have 
completed in a project. 
individual percentage, team 
percentage and overall percentage 
in a project. 
Cannot remotely supply new 
information if you do not have MS 
Project installed on a machine 
and have the current data with 
you. 
The ReMoTe is an online tool that 
can be accessed from anywhere (as 
long there is no firewall in the 
way). 
Using CVS linkage enables the support for teamwork 
and management of huge and complex software. With ReMoTe, 
the changes at any project level can be seen immediately. 
The individuals as well as teams progress can be 
calculated in term of percentage. At the time of writing, 
ReMoTe supports Oracle, MySQL, and Microsoft Access, but 
since the multi-database has been built into ReMoTe, it is 
relatively a simple task to have other database system 
added such as PostgreSQL, Sybase, OpenBase, FrontBase, 
DB2, etc. 
6.2 Future Directions 
Functions that can be added in the -future are a 
function that can man~ge multiple projects with procedure 
relation. ReMoTe can calculate the longest time (delivery 
time) to complete the entire project. There is precedence 
relation in multiple projects, where certain project 
cannot start until all the projects that have precedence 
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over it are all finished. The management of multiple 
projects is calculated using critical path analysis 
algorithm so that the time to complete such sizable 
multiple projects can be determined. 
Another function that can be added to ReMoTe is a 
client version of the program, "Which allows users to add 
groups of software artifacts at a time instead of 
individually uploading files one by one. The client should 







1-- DOCS //documentation files 





.... __ Summer.doc 
GanttChart.php 
README.txt //overall description of installation 
Showimage.php 
WEB-INF //source code 
1-- html //interface code 









1-- layout //administrator template files 
I I - - admin. tpl
I .... __ logout.tpl 
I-- login.inc . 
' register.inc 











layout //user template files 
I-- client.tpl
I-- logout.tpl 






































src //php source code 
interface 




DeleteProj ectAction. p'hp 

















































controller //controller files 
1-- AdminController.php 
'-- InterfaceController.php 





























































static //non-chaning files i.e. images, scripts
1-- css //stylesheets
I 1-- admin.css 
I '-- clientDefault.css 













I -- accept. jpg 
addmessage. j pg 
addthread.jpg 
addthreadl . j pg 




































I- - settings. jpg
































I I - :_ teamnames.html 
I 1-- top.html 
I .... viewthreads.html 
main.html 
image~ //ReMoTe images 
ChazLee. jpg 
DeMeloDarrion.jpg 





I 1-- addBug.gif. 
I 1-- addThread.gif 
I 1-- addbug.gif 






































































































scripts //javascript files 
alerts. j s 
approveThread.js 
chatRoom.js 
dtree. j s 
globals.css 
adminPage.php //administrator root file 






main.php //user root file 
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